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Supply Chain: Managing the Dilemma
• A deep dive into marketing’s role in contributing to the
solutions and easing the pain for the customer and the
organization.
• Brent Moritz, Associate Professor of Supply Chain
Management at Penn State will kick us off with an
analysis of the current situation.
• A selection of ISBM Fellows will round out the agenda
and add perspectives on opportunities and challenges.
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‘Just get me a box’: Inside the
brutal realities of supply chain hell
Bloomberg.com, September 16, 2021

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction: Supply Chains & COVID-19
Demand (B2C and B2B)
Supply, Transportation and Distribution
Global & Complex
Comments, Discussion and Questions
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• “Within 5-10 years, the supply chain function may be obsolete,
replaced by a smoothly-running, self-regulating utility that optimally
manages end-to-end work flows and requires very little human
intervention.”
– Q: Is the supply chain function obsolete at your firm? A smoothly-running, self
regulating utility?

• “In the near term, supply chain analysts who can analyze data,
structure and evaluate data sets, use digital tools and algorithms,
and forecast effectively will be in high demand…people must be
recruited or trained in new skills at the intersection of operations and
technology.”
Smeal Supply Chain Career Fair: January 26‐27
https://www.smeal.psu.edu/cscr/recruiting
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/01/17/moodys‐chinas‐zero‐covid‐policy‐prolongs‐supply‐chain‐disruptions‐.html
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Demand up, even after expectations of a COVID recession
USA Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE)
Monthly, 2017‐2021 (Nov.)
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Demand for Household Goods
USA Personal Consumption ‐ Furnishings and durable
household equipment Monthly, 2017‐2021 (Nov.)
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Source: NRF November 2, 2021

• Spending up 14.5% YoY in 2021
• Spending by low-income consumers up by 22.3%
compared to pre-pandemic levels
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Nondefense Capital Goods (excluding aircraft)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau fred.stlouisfed.org (January 10, 2021)

Capital Goods Spending is very high.
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Nondefense Capital Goods (excluding aircraft)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau fred.stlouisfed.org (January 10, 2021)

Capital Goods Spending: Way above historical norms.
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Source: NRF November 8, 2021

Dramatic increase in imports
© Brent Moritz
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Global Increase in Shipping / Container Rates

Source: statista.com
Source: Drewry.co.uk

• Spot shipping costs up 10x from historic averages
• Shippers expected to make record profits in 2021 and are seeking
long-term contracts, yet had modest margins in preceding decade
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Sep 19, 2016?
© Brent Moritz
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Judge: All Hanjin Shipping chartered vessels to be returned to owners after unloading
By Joyce Lee | SEOUL September 16, 2021
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-hanjin-shipping-debt-idUSKCN11P0D0

Hanjin, the world's seventh‐largest container line, filed for
receivership.
• Hanjin responsible for about 8% of U.S. trans‐Pacific
transit volume.
• Debt of $5.5B (USD) and had a $226M operating loss in
Q2 2016.
• Hanjin had 141 vessels, including 97 container ships as of
early September 2016.
• Hanjin's ships have been blocked from docking with ports and lashing firms fearing they
won't be paid. Some vessels have also been seized and some sold.
• Hanjin had 400,000 containers in transit at time of bankruptcy, with 8,300 cargo owners
and total cargo value of $14B.
• Samsung Electronics had $38M of TVs and appliances in two ships.
Shipping was not especially profitable for a long time, and investments have been slow.
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Source: WSJ, 11/3/21

Source: American Trucking Association, trucking.org, 10/25/21
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Source: CBRE, WSJ 10/22/21
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Some Reported Shortages
•
Semiconductors / Processors
•
Cars & Auto Parts
•
Class 8 Trucks (semi-trucks)
•
Aluminum (billet)
•
Copper, Nickel
•
Aluminum cans
•
Glass, Glass Bottles
•
Lumber, Building Products
•
Garage Doors
•
Natural Gas (U.K./Europe)
•
Carbon Dioxide (U.K./Europe)
•
Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) (South Korea, Australia)
•
Polyethylene
•
Fertilizer
•
Zippers
•
Packaging
•
Take-out Containers/Straws/Lids
•
French Fries (Japan)
•
Chicken (Australia)
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https://www.scmr.com/article/supply_chain_disruptions_and_covid_19
© Brent Moritz
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Supply Chains and COVID-19: Some Themes
1. Supply chains becoming increasingly important and more visible
–

Supply chain design is a long-term effort

–

Critical supply chains will see more re-shoring

–

Production for functional products won’t be re-shored, or re-shored quickly

•
•

2.

The need to keep costs down have not gone away. China or other low-cost countries still have a vital role.

Small things matter
–

Some categories will see continued disruption
•

Supply disruptions due to plant closures, increased demand for some items

•

–

Labor shortage is critical

PPE shortages
•

3.

This would include things like PPE, pharmaceuticals, critical components

Think about how many things are painted – yet PPE (masks, gloves and protective gear) may be limited

Accelerating the shift to online & omnichannel
–

Amazon gets the headlines, yet Target, WalMart and many others are seeing large increases.

–

Increasing comfort with grocery delivery, car shopping or even home purchases via virtual tours

–

Logistics and delivery has been one employment growth area

•

© Brent Moritz

Curbside pickup, ship from store is huge
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Supply Chains and COVID-19: Some Themes
4.

5.

Work / shop / live at home is driving changes
–

Big names in retail declare bankruptcy and close locations in 2020 (i.e., Nieman Marcus, JC Penney, Pier One Imports,
JCrew, Anne Taylor, Brooks Brothers)

–

Restaurants already struggling – how much demand will come back, and how soon?

–

Real estate will look different
•

Substantial pressure on commercial real estate in retail, lots of struggling malls.

•

Firms unlikely to need as much office space in expensive locations.

Demand shifts will take a long time to work through the global economy
–

–

Reduced or deferred demand for some items
•

Concert tickets, vacation spending, travel

•

Even if consumers have money, some will delay or reduce purchases.

Increased demand for other items
•

Demand for home electronics, home leisure and personal automobiles is high

•

Seminal shortages in electronic components

6. Supply disruptions are worse than anticipated
–

COVID-19 is global, so disrupted factories in China and Thailand result in fewer goods available

–

Labor shortage in key sectors, especially manufacturing and transportation, as well as local service sectors

–

Shipping

•

China zero-Covid policy is likely unsustainable in the long term

•

Continuing labor shortage and increasing wages is pressuring many businesses

•

Delays and uncertainty are remarkable

•

Shipping costs have dramatically increased
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Supply Chains and COVID-19: Some Themes
7. Digitalization & Information Sharing is accelerating, especially from COVID-19
–

Technology applications, such as blockchain, control towers and machine learning are increasingly available

–

Investments in information capability underly many resilience efforts

–

Data that supports supply chain visibility and transparency is critical
•

Items (like invoices and shipping documents) changing to digital formats – real time transparency is a key benefit

•

Firms used to have a paper PO, a paper receiving document, and a paper invoice. Payment was made when all
three matched. Yet increasingly these are going digital.

8. Continuing need for supply chain talent
–

Global

–

Cross-functional

–

Data-driven
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Comments, Discussion and Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labor & driver shortage
Truck & chassis shortage
Warehouse space
Intermodal / rail impact
Extended lead times
Rebound & reverse bullwhip effect?
Interest rates / Inflation / Fed policy?
Other black swan disruptions?
Supply chain design & reshoring
Risk and resilience
COVID-19 / Omicron Spread?
Impact on China Manufacturing?
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How the Supply Chain Crisis Unfolded
(Gamio and Goodman), Dec 25 2021 New
York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/12/0
5/business/economy/supply‐chain.html
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New York Times: How the Supply Chain Crisis Unfolded (Gamio and
Goodman), Dec 25, 2021

“The crisis has roots in a production model pioneered by Toyota at the
end of World War II. Under the model, called “just in time”
manufacturing, companies stockpile as few raw materials and parts as
possible, instead buying what they need as they need it.
“That works only when they can get what they need when they need it.
For years, some experts have warned that the global economy is
overly reliant on lean production and faraway factories, exposed to the
inevitable shock. The pandemic has seemingly validated that view.”
Questionable Premise: JIT / Lean is about inventory reduction.
Reality: JIT / Lean are about bringing value to the customer and reducing waste.
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“Lean is a way of thinking about creating needed value with fewer
resources and less waste. And Lean is a practice, consisting of continuous
experimentation and learning to achieve perfect value with zero waste.
Lean thinking and practice occur together.”
“Lean thinking always starts with the customer. What does the customer
value? Or, stated differently and in away that invites concrete action, what
problem does the customer need to solve? Lean practice begins with the
work—the actions that directly and indirectly create value for the
customer—and the people doing that work.“

Ward, Shook, Womack and Howell: Commentaries on “The Lenses of Lean” JOM 2021
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“What has remained Lean's True North is the underlying philosophy of
the TPS, defined by Taiicho Ohno as providing “maximum value output
for minimum input”(Ohno, 1978: p. 41).”
“This objective of increasing the ‘value added’ is achieved by reducing
the ‘3Ms’—muda (waste, or nonvalue-added activity from the customer’s
point of view), muri (overburden, or the creation of a safe workplace that
enables productive work), and mura (unevenness, or the avoidance of
irregularity and undesired variation) from the process.

Shah and Holweg: Commentaries on “The Lenses of Lean” JOM 2021
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“Ohno would have cautioned us to avoid extremes. For example, JIT
production should improve efficiency and quality, but zero buffer
inventories in a volatile environment can be disastrous if something goes
wrong in the network and causes the production system to go down.
Whatever caveats we add, though, it should still be possible to see
Ohno's simple philosophy at work: The goal of Lean is to reduce waste.”

M. Cusimano: Commentaries on “The Lenses of Lean” JOM 2021
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